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Abstract: Fluid resonance may occur in a narrow gap between two side-by-side vessels under wave 

actions, which can cause significant wave height amplification inside the gap and further induce 

large wave loads and motion responses of the vessel. Based on an open-sourced computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) package, OpenFOAM, the steady-state gap resonance phenomenon formed in be-

tween two side-by-side boxes and triggered by the incident regular waves is simulated, where the 

upriver box keeps fixed and the downriver one heaves freely under wave actions. This article com-

prehensively investigates the influence of the vertical degree of freedom of the downriver box on 

the wave loads exerting on both boxes and further reveals how the relative position of the heaving 

box with respect to the incident wave direction affects the characteristics of wave loads during the 

steady-state gap resonance. The results show that both the normalized largest wave loads and the 

dimensionless wavenumber where the normalized largest wave loads occur are significantly af-

fected by both the incident wave heights and the relative position of the heaving box to the incident 

wave direction. 

Keywords: Gap resonance; wave forces; heave motion; OpenFOAM 

 

1. Introduction 

In the fields of coastal and ocean engineering, there exist various resonant phenom-

ena of the water bodies/waves, such as liquid sloshing restricted by a partially-filled con-

tainer [1,2], harbor resonance restricted by bays or harbors [3,4], harmonic resonance of 

periodic interfacial waves [5,6], and gap resonance. The so-called gap resonance phenom-

enon normally occurs inside narrow gaps formed by two or more marine structures in 

close proximity. It is a classic resonant phenomenon of the water body and is also one of 

the research issues that scholars and engineers generally pay attention to. Gap resonance 

could lead to a remarkable amplification of the free-surface elevation inside the gap and 

hence result in very large wave loads and/or violent motions of marine structures [7]. 

Hence, the study on this phenomenon is helpful to mitigate its potential damages to ma-

rine structures.  

The gap resonance phenomenon has been studied extensively through theoretical 

analysis, physical experiments, and numerical simulations over the past few decades. 

Based on the classic linear potential flow theory, Miao et al. [7] and Molin [8] analytically 

studied the fluid resonance in the gaps between multiple bodies and that inside a three-
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dimensional rectangular moonpool, respectively. Subsequently, many physical experi-

ments have been carried out to verify these theoretical analyses [9–13]. 

The methodology of numerical simulations is also an effective and common research 

method for gap resonance. Due to their neglecting nonlinear and viscous effects, the nu-

merical models based on the linear potential flow theory were found to significantly over-

estimate the free-surface response inside the gap near the resonant frequency [14–16]. A 

few new numerical models adding artificial damping coefficients to the potential flow 

theory have been developed to make their results close to the experimental ones [17–20]. 

However, in these models, there are usually some artificial damping coefficients that need 

to be calibrated by experimental data or CFD simulation results. In recent years, applica-

tions of the viscous flow numerical model to the study of gap resonance become more and 

more prevalent. Moradi et al. [21] utilized OpenFOAM, an open-sourced CFD package, to 

study the effect of the gap inlet configurations (i.e., sharp, and curved corners) on the 

resonant wave frequency and amplitude. It was found that the maximum resonant wave 

height in the gap is about 11 times that of the incident wave height, and the resonant 

frequency shifts to higher values at larger corner curvatures of the gap inlet. He, et al. [22] 

established a two-dimensional viscous flow numerical wave tank using the constrained 

interpolation profile (CIP) method and studied the fluid oscillations within two narrow 

gaps between three identical fixed boxes. Based on OpenFOAM as well, Gao et al. [23] 

studied the water oscillation inside a gap excited by transient focused waves.  

Although gap resonance has been extensively investigated in the literature, most 

studies considered fixed marine structures in close proximity [21,24–33] or structures with 

forced motions [34–36]. In many real cases, however, marine structures are allowed to 

freely move with six or less degrees of freedom (DOF) under wave actions [1,37–39]. From 

the perspective of practical engineering application, it is of great significance to study the 

gap resonance for floating bodies with fully or partially free motions. Li and Teng [40] 

studied the wave response in the gap between two barges with the roll freedom. Lu et al. 

[41] investigated the gap resonance between a mooring floating structure and a vertical 

wall. Recently, He et al. [42] studied the steady-state gap resonance formed in between 

two boxes where the downriver box remains fixed and the upriver one is allowed to freely 

heave under the actions of regular waves, and the influence of the motion of the upriver 

box on wave loads exerting on the structures was revealed therein. 

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, heretofore, the characteristics of wave loads 

on the structures during the steady-state gap resonance formed inside a two-body system 

where the upriver structure keeps fixed and the downriver one can heave freely have not 

been investigated. For this reason, in this article, the interactions between regular wave 

trains and a two-box structure system with the upriver box fixed and the downriver one 

heaving freely are simulated by using a two-dimensional viscous flow numerical wave 

tank based on OpenFOAM, and the effects of the motion of the downriver box on the 

wave loads exerting on both boxes (including the horizontal and the vertical wave forces) 

are investigated. Furthermore, to more comprehensively understand how the relative po-

sition of the heaving box with respect to the incident wave direction affects the wave loads 

exerting on both boxes, some results from the work of He et al. [42] are also presented in 

this paper for comparison. 

The rest sections of this paper are organized as follows. The numerical model 

adopted and the numerical wave tank utilized are respectively introduced in Sections 2 

and 3. The results and discussion are shown in Section 4. Main conclusions of the present 

study are drawn in Section 5. 
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2. Description of Numerical Model 

One of the practical methods to simulate the waves with more accuracy is using CFD 

solvers. Navier–Stokes equations could afford this by considering an appropriate related 

solver. An open-source solver, OpenFOAM, uses the Navier–Stokes equation and is im-

plemented for numerically simulating the system. In the present study, a two-phase prob-

lem, air and water are solved by the volume of fluid (VOF) technique and related bound-

ary and initial conditions. The wave generation and absorption schemes are simulated 

numerically with a third-party toolbox waves2Foam in OpenFOAM, and the solver 

waveDyMFoam is adopted to calculate the Navier–Stokes equations for water and air 

[43,44]. The governing equations can be formulated as: 
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in which ρ is the fluid density, ui is the velocity of the fluid along the i-axis direction (i 

represents x, y, or z), m

iu  is the velocity component of the deformed meshes, p is the dy-

namic pressure, and μ is the fluid dynamic viscosity. 
if is the external body force and only 

the gravity is taken into consideration in the present study. 

The methodology of volume of fluid (VOF) is used to capture the free water surface, 

which can accurately predict the free surface flow in numerical simulations of hydraulic 

phenomena [45,46]. The fractional function of VOF, γ, for a computational cell is defined 

as: 

0, in air

0 1, on the surface

1, in water
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It follows the following advection equation: 
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in which 
r w a−=u u u  is the relative velocity between the water and the air. γ = 0.5 repre-

sents the free water surface in the present simulations. The effective fluid viscosity and 

the effective fluid density can then be respectively formulated as: 

a w(1 ) +   −= ,  (5) 

a w(1 )   − +=  (6) 

in which the subscripts “a” and “w” represent the physical quantities of the air and the 

water, respectively. 

In the waves2Foam toolbox, the way of generating and absorbing waves lies in arrang-

ing the so-called relaxation zones (refer to Figure 1). Hydrostatic pressure combined with 

zero velocity is set as the initial condition. The velocity at the inlet boundary is set to the 

analytical velocity of the desired incident wave trains, and the gradient of pressure is set 

to zero; while at the outlet boundary, both velocity and the pressure gradient are set to 

zero so as to dissipate the outgoing waves therein. The boundary conditions at the top 

boundary of the wave tank, the bottom boundary of the wave tank, and all the side walls 

of the fixed boxes are “atmosphere” and “no-slip”, respectively. The velocity boundary 

condition of the floating box is denoted as “movingWallVelocity”. The initial conditions 

of movement for Boxes A and B are “fixedValue” and “calculated”, respectively, where 

the “calculated” condition means that the movement is determined by the motion solver. 
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Figure 1. Sketch of the numerical wave tank. 

The governing equations are spatially discretized by the finite volume method. The 

pressure and velocity are decoupled by the PISO (pressure implicit with splitting of oper-

ator) algorithm [47].The PISO algorithm can well simulate the problems proposed in this 

work [21,37]. The Euler scheme discretizes the time derivatives. The free heave motion of 

the floating body (i.e., Box B) is solved by using the sixDoFRigidBodyMotion utility embed-

ded in OpenFOAM. The time step t  is automatically determined and dynamically ad-

justed according to the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy condition, and the largest Courant 

number allowed is set to 0.25. 

3. Numerical Wave Tank 

The numerical wave tank used in the current study is shown in Figure 1. The origin 

of the coordinate system is located on the still water surface, the +z-axial direction points 

upwards, and the +x-axial direction is consistent with the propagation direction of the 

incident waves. Two identical boxes, named as Box A and Box B, are arranged at the center 

of the wave tank. Box A always remains fixed, and Box B is allowed to freely heave under 

the actions of the incident waves. There is a narrow gap with a width of Bg = 0.05 m be-

tween them. Each box has a height of H = 0.5 m, a breadth of B = 0.5 m, a draft of d = 0.25 

m, and a density of 500 kg/m3. The length and the height of the wave tank are 18.5 m and 

0.9 m, respectively. The width of the wave tank along the y-axis direction (i.e., the direc-

tion perpendicular to the x-z plane) is W = 0.02 m. The water depth h is set to 0.5 m. 

By utilizing an identical two-box system to that shown in Figure 1 but with the up-

river box heaving freely and the downriver one fixed, He et al. [42] studied the character-

istics of the wave loads exerting on both boxes during the steady-state gap resonance. As 

stated in Section 1, to understand how the relative position of the heaving box with respect 

to the incident wave direction affects the wave loads more comprehensively, some results 

from the work of He et al. [42] are also presented in this article for comparison. To simplify 

descriptions in the following, the structure system with the upriver box fixed and the 

downriver one heaving freely is named “B-Heave structure system”, and the structure 

system with the heaving upriver box and the fixed downriver one is called the “A-Heave 

structure system”. 

The regular waves are generated based on the 2nd-order Stokes wave theory. Five 

incident wave heights (i.e., H0 = 0.01–0.05 m in interval of 0.01 m) are considered in this 

work. The incident wave frequency ω varies from 4.947 rad/s to 6.323 rad/s. Equivalently, 

the dimensionless wavenumber kh ranges from 1.41 to 2.10 (k is the wavenumber that can 

be determined by the linear dispersion relationship). In all simulations, two relaxation 

zones with the width of six meters each are placed on the left and the right sides of the 

wave tank to absorb the reflection and transmission waves. 

The meshes are generated using the built-in mesh generating tool “blockMesh”. Fig-

ure 2 presents typical mesh layout near the two boxes. To save the simulation time, the 

meshes with variable resolution are adopted in the numerical wave tank. Specifically 
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zones in front of and at the rear of the two-box system, the meshes around the two boxes, 

especially inside the gap, have much higher resolution. Along the z-axial direction, the 

meshes around the still water surface have smaller sizes, while the meshes in the vicinity 

of the top/bottom boundaries have larger sizes. The mesh convergence verification for 

simulation results is performed by adopting three mesh layouts with different resolutions 

(i.e., coarse, medium, and fine) whose specific parameters are tabulated in Table 1. 

 

Figure 2. Typical layout of the computational meshes near the two boxes.  

Table 1. Details of the Coarse, Medium and Fine meshes. 

Mesh  No. of Cells No. of Points No. of Faces 

Size of Cells across the Gap 

(m) 

Δ𝑥 Δ𝑧 

Coarse 79,850 161,548 320,325 0.0050 0.0040 

Medium  211,960 426,970 849,366 0.0031 0.0020 

Fine  317,400 638,338 1,271,370 0.0025 0.0016 

According to the numerical results, as shown in Section 4.1, for the B-Heave structure 

system, the dimensionless wavenumber at which the largest horizontal wave force exert-

ing on Box B occurs is kh = 1.73 for the incident waves with H0 = 0.01 m. Figure 3 illustrates 

the time histories of the horizontal and the vertical wave forces on both boxes at kh = 1.73 

for the incident waves with H0 = 0.01 m. The numerical results for the three mesh layouts 

present little differences, especially for the medium and the fine meshes. Hereinafter, the 

medium mesh layout is employed in all numerical computations, and the whole calcula-

tion time is set to 50.0 s for all cases. As shown in Figure 3, the time histories of the wave 

forces exerting on both boxes have reached their steady states after 30.0 s. The analysis 

results that will be presented in the following section are extracted from the steady-state 

process (i.e., the time histories of wave forces from 30.0 s to 50.0 s). 
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Figure 3. Mesh dependence tests for the wave forces on both boxes, in which A0= H0/2 denotes the 

amplitude of the incident waves. 

The accuracy of OpenFOAM in reproducing various wave–structure interaction 

problems, including the gap resonance phenomenon, has been widely examined in the 

literature. Gao et al. [48] verified its accuracy in predicting the wave loads acting on one 

box under wave actions. Furthermore, many scholars have proved its ability to accurately 

calculate the wave forces on two structures during gap resonance occurring inside a two-

box structure system [49,50]. 

4. Results and Discussion 

The influence of the free heave motion of the downriver box on the wave loads (in-

cluding the horizontal and the vertical wave forces) exerting on the two boxes are system-

atically investigated in this section. In the following, the amplitudes of the steady-state 

time histories of the horizontal and the vertical wave forces acting on Box A are repre-

sented as FhA and FvA, respectively. Correspondingly, their amplitudes on Box B are de-

noted as FhB and FvB, respectively. 

4.1. Horizontal Wave Forces on Box A 

Figure 4 shows the variations of the normalized horizontal wave force on Box A for 

the B-Heave structure system. The numerical results for the A-Heave structure system 

with H0 = 0.01 m are also shown in this figure for comparison. Since the trends for the other 

incident wave heights are similar, only the result of H0 = 0.01 m is shown here. In this 

figure, the symbol “(kh)FhA” denotes the dimensionless wavenumber corresponding to the 

normalized largest horizontal wave forces on Box A. Three evident phenomena can be 

observed. Firstly, the changing trends of the horizontal wave force on Box A with respect 

to the dimensionless wavenumber for the A-Heave and the B-Heave structure systems are 

quite different. For the A-Heave structure system, the horizontal wave force on Box A first 

increases, then decreases, and finally increases with the rise of kh. For the B-Heave struc-

ture system, however, the tendency of the former seems to be “anti-phase” when com-

pared to the A-Heave structure system. Specifically speaking, the horizontal wave force 

on Box A first decreases, then increases, and finally decreases again with the increase of 

kh. 

 

Figure 4. Variations of the normalized horizontal wave force on Box A for the B-Heave structure 

systems. The results for the A-Heave structure system with H0 = 0.01 m is also shown here for com-

parison. 

Secondly, for the B-Heave structure system, the normalized largest horizontal wave 

force on Box A, [FhA/(ρghA0W)]max, gradually decreases as the incident wave height in-

creases. This phenomenon is more clearly presented in Figure 5. In fact, for the A-Heave 

structure system, a similar tendency is also seen. This can be attributed to the fact that the 

energy dissipation due to fluid viscosity, flow rotation, and flow separation gradually 
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increases with the increase of incident wave height. Besides, the normalized largest hori-

zontal wave forces exerting on Box A, [FhA/(ρghA0W)]max, for the B-Heave structure system 

are always remarkably lower than those for the A-Heave structure system. 

 

Figure 5. Variations of the normalized largest horizontal wave forces on Box A, [FhA/(ρghA0W)]max, 
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From Figure 7, it can also be intuitively observed that the dimensionless wavenumber 

(kh)FhB for the B-Heave structure system reduces gradually with the rise of incident wave 
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Figure 9. Variations of (kh)FhB against the incident wave height for both the A-Heave and the B-

Heave structure systems. 
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their research results is shown in this article as well. For the convenience of description, 

the two-box system in which Box A remains fixed, Box B which heaves freely is called the 

“B-Heave structure system” while the one with Box A heaving freely and Box B fixed is 

called the “A-Heave structure system”. The differences of the wave load characteristics 

between the two structure systems are thoroughly revealed. 

Based on the current research results, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. For the B-Heave structure system, both the normalized largest wave loads and the 

dimensionless wavenumber where the normalized largest wave loads occur are sig-

nificantly influenced by the incident wave heights. The normalized largest wave 

loads acting on both boxes decrease gradually with the increase of the incident wave 

height, regardless of horizontal wave force or vertical wave force. For the horizontal 
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wave force on Box B and the vertical wave forces on both boxes, the dimensionless 

wavenumber where the normalized largest wave loads occur decreases gradually 

with the incident wave height as well. However, for the horizontal wave force on Box 

A, the former shows an increasing trend as the incident wave height rises. 

2. The relative position of the heaving box with respect to the incident wave direction 

has a significant effect on the characteristics of the wave loads exerting on both boxes. 

This is reflected in the following three aspects. (1) The changing trends of the wave 

loads on Box A (including the horizontal and the vertical wave forces) with respect 

to the wavenumber for the A-Heave and the B-Heave structure systems are almost 

anti-phase to each other. (2) Compared to the heave motion of the upriver box, the 

motion of the downriver box causes smaller maximum horizontal wave forces but 

larger maximum vertical wave forces exerting on both boxes. Furthermore, except 

for the vertical wave forces on Box A, the motion of the downriver box always results 

in a significant increase of the dimensionless wavenumber where the largest wave 

load appears. While for the vertical wave forces on Box A, the former leads to the 

opposite phenomenon. 

Finally, we reaffirm here that these conclusions are only valid for the given geometric 

layout (including the size, density, and draft of the two boxes, the gap width, and the 

water depth), the vertical degree of freedom of the upriver or the downriver box, and the 

ranges of the incident wave height and the incident wave frequency studied in this paper. 
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